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Unconditional Love from Children

Fig.1 Personal Photograps (our family niece & nephews)

What is unconditional love for children?
Basic Goodness, acceptance & reciprocation of what is shown to them.
Children understand love for anyone who shows or gives them without any
expectations in return.

For Example: Since we believe that God is residing in children within 10
years of age and they can read facial expressions of adults and reciprocate
as soon as possible with imitating style. They can sense anger, smile abuse



or neglect even from a very early age as three years. This is from my
personal experience and understanding.



Basic Introduction of our family and
lifestyle

As an author, I was sitting and sipping coffee during the rainy day and
remembered sweet memories of the laughing sound of children (Niece and
Nephews) during holidays at our sweet home, as I was watching on the road
and heard the laughter of street kids enjoying themselves in the rain.

I have two sisters and two brothers and ours is a big family as considered in
India during 80’s (Affordable Middle Class) because India was going
through the change of family Planning and having two children was a norm
in a family. As we all grew up and educated and settled in their lives with
career, marriage and family. Life was busy and time was passing by, the
year 2010 had started and I was planning to settle down in Madras as my
husband has to move on with posting and work and career in his field. I was
fed up with transfers and packing and repacking and wanted to settle down
as my daughter was growing up and education was priority at that time and
I had to decide and settle in madras and visit my husband during Academic
holidays.

After settling down in Madras, slowly life was coming to normalcy with
daughter schooling, education and life routine started, our home was big
enough to put up stay at our home for family and friends during holidays
and also my heart was generous enough to accept and invite everyone for
get together as it was long time we really met and known each other and
catching up with each other lives.

As I was comfortable with kids and willing to accept challenges
(heehaw….) by handling them for a long duration nearly 10 to 15 days all
alone and dealing with all their whims and fancies of life according to their
perception of life from 7 year old to 12 year olds kids. So their parents (my
sisters and brothers) were also willing to allow the children to stay in our



home along with my daughter. Children were also excited about their
freedom in our home and interesting work routines with gardening,
walking, climbing hills, visiting parks and visiting markets along with my
daughter and experimenting with cooking. I always give them a free hand
with one condition of cleaning the kitchen after the work is done, all by
themselves.

As I was going through tough times in 2017, Physically, Mentally,
Emotionally, Physiologically and even though financially manageable at
home, I couldn’t understand or control the issues at home externally with
relatives. This affected me and started going internally and training my
mind to be positive and take control of my life personally and individually.
I wanted to make myself happy and enjoy life and have fun and mental
peace.

As 2018 started and I started to realize and take care of my health
physically and mentally. I started visiting friends, meeting and catching up
with old friends, parents, and started inviting children to my home for
pongal as usual and ended up enjoying myself in my true manner.
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